The History Honors Forum will showcase projects of Undergraduate History Honors Students
Tuesday, April 21, 2015, 5:00—7:00pm, UNIV 019
Light Refreshments will be served

Emily Durkin, “Popular Culture Depictions and Social Class on the RMS Titanic.”
Mentors: Professors Gabin and Zook

Ryan Freeman, “Through Eyes of Steel: Existentialism in the Industrial Calumet Region during the Post-WWII Era.” Mentors: Professors Curtis and Gabin


Lauren Haslem, " Shifting Cultural Climates: War and Mental Illness in Twentieth-Century America” Mentors: Professors Pitts and Kline

Nekoda Witsken, " Japanese and American Women as Agents of Nineteenth-Century Imperialism" Mentors: Professors Atkinson and Gabin


https://www.cla.purdue.edu/history/undergraduate/index.html